To: Customers of the Frame Clamp  
From: Garrett Wade Customer Service

Perfect picture frames can be tricky to achieve, but this tool greatly simplifies things. In fact, glue-up has never been so easy.

The Frame Clamp includes threaded rods, extension nuts, and four corner blocks, as well as, the patented tightening nuts, or "Speed Nuts".

The Speed Nuts are the round brass nuts which look as if machined by the world's sloppiest machinist. The threads indeed appear deformed at first glance, but their odd look is the secret of their ingenuity. The offset threads allow the nut to be quickly slid along the threaded rod into position at the corner block, where the nut rights itself and the threads engage. The frame is securely held square and true for gluing when the four nuts are tightened against the corner blocks in this manner.

Garrett Wade Customer Service

For further assistance, call the Garrett Wade Technical Department at 800 221 2942, or email us at mail@garrettwade.com